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LIVING HARBOUR: DYNAMIC SCIENCE

Northern shore identified as flood risk
Research into 21 kilometres of Manly and Middle Harbour shoreline has found areas under greatest threat from sea-level increases, erosion or severe storms, writes Melinda Ham.
WAVES lash, tides drag the sand
away and the sea levels rise
incrementally. Coastal
properties across Australia are at
the mercy of the elements, but is
it something to lose sleep over?
A study by engineers from the
University of NSW’s Water
Research Laboratory (WRL) has
tried to quantify this risk in the
most in-depth study to date,
focusing on the ocean and
harbour beaches in the Manly
local government area.
The study looked at the
present and future implications
for 21 kilometres of shoreline
within Middle Harbour and
North Harbour, including
17 sandy beaches from
Quarantine Beach in the Sydney
Harbour National Park to the
Spit Bridge.

‘‘The areas most at risk, where
the seawalls need upgrading, are
at Clontarf Reserve and Ellery’s
Punt Reserve near the Spit,’’ says
Alessio Mariani, who coauthored the report with fellow
engineer James Carley.
These areas are also
vulnerable to inundation, which
means they are low-lying and
liable to be flooded in future sealevel-rise scenarios and storm
surges.
Mariani says that in a worstcase scenario, such as a once-in100-years storm with massive
waves, if seawalls and other
protection works fail, the land
behind the wall will quickly erode.
‘‘The erosion would reach
between five and 30 metres
inland, depending on the area,’’
he says. ‘‘This would affect a

large number of roads in the
Manly local government area
and a large number of seafront
properties – public as well as
private – which we can’t name as
our report is still with the
minister. The erosion would not
take minutes but hours, which
would give emergency services
time to put up sandbags to
protect the properties.
‘‘In general, Sydney Harbour is
very resilient,’’ Mariani says.
‘‘The oldest seawalls date back to
the 1800s and early 1900s. They
are an accepted part of the built
environment and do a good job.
‘‘While they have been
successful for nearly 100 years,
our study recommended that
they be maintained and
upgraded to face future risks.
Seawalls only prevent erosion to

progress further inland,
however, the erosion process
still continues at sea.’’
Using computer modelling,
the engineers factored in
projected sea-level rises of
40 centimetres by 2050 and
90 centimetres by 2100 to

This would affect a
large number of
seafront properties.
extrapolate different scenarios.
They also looked at what
would happen if the seawalls
collapsed, and the possible
effects of major storms (usually
once in 20 years or more), such

as the Sygna storm that hit
eastern NSW in May 1974.
This storm was named after
a shipwrecked Norwegian
cargo ship.
According to a Manly Daily
article from the time, during the
Sygna storm, winds reached
166km/h, whipping up waves
nine metres high, which in turn
caused a massive 2.37-metre
tide level and a 0.23-metre storm
surge, which barraged its way
into Manly, damaging the wharf,
destroying the Manly Harbour
Baths and ripping up the
335-metre boardwalk to the
Manly Aquarium, as if it were
made of matchsticks.
Ray Mathieson, 67, clearly
remembers the Sygna storm.
He’s lived in the Manly area since
the early ’70s and has owned a

waterfront house in Little Manly
Cove for the past two decades.
‘‘The Sygna storm was really
nasty and [caused] quite a bit of
damage especially because logs
from the Sygna washed into the
harbour,’’ he says.
Again in August 1996,
Mathieson’s property was
bashed by another storm. ‘‘In
’96, one storm was quite severe.
A king tide and a storm surge and
a big southerly washed away all
our pool equipment, the pool
walls cracked and we got a boat
washed up into our pool.
‘‘I think about nine boats
in Little Manly Cove broke
their moorings.’’
But have these storm surges,
possible coastal erosion and
predicted sea-level rises caused
Mathieson to worry about his

property? ‘‘I am quite optimistic
about the effects of global
warming,’’ he says. ‘‘I have my
own water-level gauge and I’ve
seen no change at all in the time
I’ve been here. It’s not that I’m
not worried about the
environment but there are other
bigger issues, like sewage
treatment and dumping raw
sewage in the ocean; to my
mind, that’s something to get
worked up about.’’
Manly Council is taking the
WRL report seriously, the
council’s deputy general
manager, Stephen Clements,
says. The report is with the NSW
Minister for the Environment,
Robyn Parker, and the council has
commissioned another report
about flooding from rainfall in the
Manly local government area,

which is due to be completed by
August next year.
‘‘We want residents to
understand what we are doing –
that they have been through the
journey with us – and we don’t
want to alarm anyone or feel
they haven’t been part of it,’’
Clements says. ‘‘The study has
involved a lot of door-knocking
and surveying residents, so they
can give us anecdotal evidence
about flooding in the past.’’
But, in general, are residents
in the Manly Council area really
concerned? ‘‘We have sceptics
about climate change; people in
favour and against but . . .
waterfront properties are still
changing hands for more than
$10 million, so maybe they’re
not that bothered about the
future,’’ he says.

Invasion ... it looks pretty but the sea squirt is one of the many nonindigenous species making Sydney’s waterways home. Photo: SIMS
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One of the good guys ... the reintroduced native bush rat seems to be holding its own, breeding again and moving into new locations.

Native rat stakes claim on former turf
The reintroduction of an indigenous rodent to foreshore areas could
help keep feral invaders at bay, writes Keeli Cambourne.
THE first record of black rats in
Sydney is from the 1860s and,
like the plague they carried, the
introduced rodent has left a
wake of destruction in its path.
But a study by a Sydney
University academic that’s
nearing completion may have
found a way to combat the black
rat, while reintroducing a native
species as part of a conservation
initiative in conjunction with
the Sydney Institute of Marine
Science.
Early this year, an associate
professor in conservation

biology at Sydney University,
Peter Banks, began
reintroducing the native bush
rat into areas it once inhabited
around Sydney Harbour.
‘‘The black rat brought with it
a bunch of diseases, such as rat
lungworm, and as it is arboreal,
it can climb trees and it
decimated native bird
populations by raiding their
nests,’’ Banks says.
‘‘The bush rat probably
disappeared around 1901 when
the plague came, and it was
around that time that

Sydneysiders went on a ratkilling frenzy.
‘‘It is the black rats that live
around humans and in houses.
What we are trying to do is reverse
that pattern and see if we can
block the reinvasion of black rats.’’
During a 10-day period, Banks
set traps at four locations in
bush beside the harbour. His
team caught 40 to 60 rats per
one-hectare plot and, although
it made only a dent in the feralrodent population, which is
estimated to be in the tens of
thousands, it was enough to

Outsider ... the black rat.
create a gap in their breeding.
‘‘In August, we reintroduced
about 100 native rats into those
sites – around North Head,

Bradleys Head and Middle Head
– to see how quickly the black
rats may reinvade,’’ Banks says.
‘‘The science is ongoing but
the bush rats seem to be holding
their own. They are breeding
again and have moved into new
locations as well.’’
The National Parks and
Wildlife Service previously
thought the only way to
eradicate black rats was to
constantly bait them, Banks
says, but he is hopeful that once
the study has been assessed
under peer review, it could help
minimise the use of poisons in
the bush.
The Australian Wildlife
Conservancy has also been
watching the project and its

regional ecologist (south-east),
Matt Hayward, says it is exciting
for native fauna.
‘‘This study is moving
conservation forward in Sydney.
Although it’s a bit early to see
whether we can call it a success,
the early signs are very
promising, and the most recent
trappings indicate there is more
control of the black rat,’’ he says.
‘‘Native species, including
birds and bats, have not evolved
to cope with this type of
predator, and allowing native
rodents to re-establish gives the
ecosystem more resilience. By
reintroducing native species and
removing feral predators, it gives
us an insight into what Australia
was like before settlement.’’
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A RAPIDLY escalating global
population, climate change and
an increase in worldwide
shipping trade mean more
artificial structures are being
built around coastlines than
ever before.
According to a scientific
researcher at UNSW and the
Sydney Institute of Marine
Science (SIMS), Dr Katherine
Dafforn, about 50 per cent
of Sydney Harbour’s foreshore
has been modified by manmade structures.
Although the significance of
this may be lost on many, the
consequences beneath the
water’s surface are of particular
interest to scientists.
Dafforn has been monitoring
the impact of non-indigenous
species as a threat to estuarine
ecosystems. Marine creatures
such as barnacles, mussels and
other invertebrates – collectively
known as ‘‘fouling species’’ – are
often delivered to major ports
such as Sydney Harbour via
recreational and commercial
vessels. These creatures then find
their way on to structures such as
pilings and pontoons, causing
ecological problems as they
compete with native species for
resources such as food and space.
The result is increased
maintenance and cleaning costs
for marina owners.
Working with a senior
research scientist at the NSW
Department of Primary
Industries, Dr Tim Glasby, and
SIMS and the SIMS Foundation
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Associate Professor Emma
Johnston, Dafforn has
undertaken a series of subtidal
dive surveys on artificial and
natural structures around
Sydney Harbour. She has also
examined nearby natural rocky
reefs and was able to determine
that the reefs were more
resistant to foreign invaders
than man-made structures.
By identifying and
understanding ecological
changes associated with
artificial structures, Dafforn
hopes to influence the future
design and management of this
type of construction.
‘‘By working with relevant
agencies and involving the
community of local marinas and
boat owners, I’d like to continue
investigating bioengineering
design options for artificial
structures that aim to mimic
natural habitats and mitigate the
impact of artificial structures,’’
she says.
‘‘For example, in Europe,
experiments have attempted to
‘seed’ artificial structures with
native algae to create habitat
opportunities for threatened
species. It would be interesting to
investigate some of these ideas in
the local Sydney context.’’
Glasby agrees the research
could have an important part to
play in designing structures that
are less susceptible to
colonisation by invasive species,
while being good surrogates for
natural habitats that are
increasingly under threat from
human development.
Harbour Federation Trust,
James N. Kirby Foundation.
SIMS Foundation founding
partners: The Sydney Morning
Herald, Sergeants Mess, Thyne
Reid Foundation, Orion Expedition Cruises, Vincent Fairfax
Family Foundation.
SIMS Foundation supporters:
The Horizon Foundation, The
Trust Company.

There are at least 570 species of ﬁshes and
thousands of species of other marine creatures
in Sydney Harbour, making it biologically one
of the most diverse harbours in the world.
Now SIMS is inviting you to play an important
role in helping preserve NSW’s unique marine
environment for the future.

You will receive the latest news and happenings at SIMS
SIMS aims to be a world-class marine research and
training institute
All donations of $2 and over are tax deductible
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